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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.  The threats to database Security are                                                                                     [       ] 
     (A)Malicious code      (B) Natural disasters    (C) people       (D) all the above 
 
2.  The following is not a situation that undergo modeling using PN model                           [        ] 
    (A)Productivity    (B) Synchronization  (C) Concurrency    (D) Sequentially 
 
3.  Which of the following is not a property to be satisfied by classification of objects in 
     Sea view model                                                                                                                    [        ] 

(A)Visible data property   (B) unseen data property 
(C) view class integrity   (D) Database class integrity 

 
4.  Which of the following is not a concept of database security                                              [         ] 
    (A)Confidentiality           (B) Integrity              (C) Availability         (D) Adaptability 
 
5.  Which of the following tuple is not a set of Authorization rule of Fernandez model          [         ] 
   (A)Invoke                  (B) Predicate            (C) Flag                    (D) Subject 
 
6.  Which of the following is not a form that determines authorization state of Take-Grant Model                            

[        ]  
     (A) M               (B) S               (C) O            (D) G 
 
7.  Which of the following is not a method to implement access matrix                                  [         ] 
     (A)Table-Based method     (B) Lock-key mechanism   (C) Password based method   (D) Access list 
 
8.  The instruction executed at compile time is                                                                         [         ] 
    (A)Assignment    (B) Condition   (C) Procedure call   (D) All the above 
 
9.  DION model is based on _________ concept                                                                      [         ] 
   (A)Subject-classification           (B) Object classification        (C) both          (D) none 
 
10.  Which of the following is a layer of SEA view model                                                       [        ] 
    (A)MAC              (B) ASL       (C) WSL                 (D) RSL 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11.  The main purpose of Database Security is ___________________________ 
 
12.  SQL-92 supports access control through _____________ and ___________commands. 
 
13.  _____________ model is a security model that not only provides security on operating System but 

as well as database environment. 
 
14.  ____________ and _____________ are two flags that correspond to different models. 
 
15.  ___________________ are the access modes of acten model. 
 
16.  The different types of threats which lead to security risks are _____________________ 
 
17.  The enhanced version of access matrix model is ______________________. 
 
18.  ________________ model ensures data secrecy and data integrity. 
 
19.  MAC stands for ________________________. 
 
20.  ____________________ is a non-contiguous memory allocation scheme. 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.  Which of the following is not a concept of database security                                              [         ] 
    (A)Confidentiality           (B) Integrity              (C) Availability         (D) Adaptability 
 
2.  Which of the following tuple is not a set of Authorization rule of Fernandez model          [         ] 
   (A)Invoke                  (B) Predicate            (C) Flag                    (D) Subject 
 
3.  Which of the following is not a form that determines authorization state of Take-Grant Model                            

[        ]  
     (A) M               (B) S               (C) O            (D) G 
 
4.  Which of the following is not a method to implement access matrix                                  [         ] 
     (A)Table-Based method     (B) Lock-key mechanism   (C) Password based method   (D) Access list 
 
5.  The instruction executed at compile time is                                                                         [         ] 
    (A)Assignment    (B) Condition   (C) Procedure call   (D) All the above 
 
6.  DION model is based on _________ concept                                                                      [         ] 
   (A)Subject-classification           (B) Object classification        (C) both          (D) none 
 
7.  Which of the following is a layer of SEA view model                                                       [        ] 
    (A)MAC              (B) ASL       (C) WSL                 (D) RSL 
 
8.  The threats to database Security are                                                                                     [       ] 
     (A)Malicious code      (B) Natural disasters    (C) people       (D) all the above 
 
9.  The following is not a situation that undergo modeling using PN model                           [        ] 
    (A)Productivity    (B) Synchronization  (C) Concurrency    (D) Sequentially 
 
10.  Which of the following is not a property to be satisfied by classification of objects in 
     Sea view model                                                                                                                    [        ] 

(A)Visible data property   (B) unseen data property 
(C) view class integrity   (D) Database class integrity 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11.  ____________ and _____________ are two flags that correspond to different models. 
 
12.  ___________________ are the access modes of acten model. 
 
13.  The different types of threats which lead to security risks are _____________________ 
 
14.  The enhanced version of access matrix model is ______________________. 
 
15.  ________________ model ensures data secrecy and data integrity. 
 
16.  MAC stands for ________________________. 
 
17.  ____________________ is a non-contiguous memory allocation scheme. 
 
18.  The main purpose of Database Security is ___________________________ 
 
19.  SQL-92 supports access control through _____________ and ___________commands. 
 
20.  _____________ model is a security model that not only provides security on operating System but 

as well as database environment. 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.  Which of the following is not a form that determines authorization state of Take-Grant Model                            

[        ]  
     (A) M               (B) S               (C) O            (D) G 
 
2.  Which of the following is not a method to implement access matrix                                  [         ] 
     (A)Table-Based method     (B) Lock-key mechanism   (C) Password based method   (D) Access list 
 
3.  The instruction executed at compile time is                                                                         [         ] 
    (A)Assignment    (B) Condition   (C) Procedure call   (D) All the above 
 
4.  DION model is based on _________ concept                                                                      [         ] 
   (A)Subject-classification           (B) Object classification        (C) both          (D) none 
 
5.  Which of the following is a layer of SEA view model                                                       [        ] 
    (A)MAC              (B) ASL       (C) WSL                 (D) RSL 
 
6.  The threats to database Security are                                                                                     [       ] 
     (A)Malicious code      (B) Natural disasters    (C) people       (D) all the above 
 
7.  The following is not a situation that undergo modeling using PN model                           [        ] 
    (A)Productivity    (B) Synchronization  (C) Concurrency    (D) Sequentially 
 
8.  Which of the following is not a property to be satisfied by classification of objects in 
     Sea view model                                                                                                                    [        ] 

(A)Visible data property   (B) unseen data property 
(C) view class integrity   (D) Database class integrity 

 
9.  Which of the following is not a concept of database security                                              [         ] 
    (A)Confidentiality           (B) Integrity              (C) Availability         (D) Adaptability 
 
10.  Which of the following tuple is not a set of Authorization rule of Fernandez model          [         ] 
   (A)Invoke                  (B) Predicate            (C) Flag                    (D) Subject 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11.  The different types of threats which lead to security risks are _____________________ 
 
12.  The enhanced version of access matrix model is ______________________. 
 
13.  ________________ model ensures data secrecy and data integrity. 
 
14.  MAC stands for ________________________. 
 
15.  ____________________ is a non-contiguous memory allocation scheme. 
 
16.  The main purpose of Database Security is ___________________________ 
 
17.  SQL-92 supports access control through _____________ and ___________commands. 
 
18.  _____________ model is a security model that not only provides security on operating System but 

as well as database environment. 
 
19.  ____________ and _____________ are two flags that correspond to different models. 
 
20.  ___________________ are the access modes of acten model. 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.  The instruction executed at compile time is                                                                         [         ] 
    (A)Assignment    (B) Condition   (C) Procedure call   (D) All the above 
 
2.  DION model is based on _________ concept                                                                      [         ] 
   (A)Subject-classification           (B) Object classification        (C) both          (D) none 
 
3.  Which of the following is a layer of SEA view model                                                       [        ] 
    (A)MAC              (B) ASL       (C) WSL                 (D) RSL 
 
4.  The threats to database Security are                                                                                     [       ] 
     (A)Malicious code      (B) Natural disasters    (C) people       (D) all the above 
 
5.  The following is not a situation that undergo modeling using PN model                           [        ] 
    (A)Productivity    (B) Synchronization  (C) Concurrency    (D) Sequentially 
 
6.  Which of the following is not a property to be satisfied by classification of objects in 
     Sea view model                                                                                                                    [        ] 

(A)Visible data property   (B) unseen data property 
(C) view class integrity   (D) Database class integrity 

 
7.  Which of the following is not a concept of database security                                              [         ] 
    (A)Confidentiality           (B) Integrity              (C) Availability         (D) Adaptability 
 
8.  Which of the following tuple is not a set of Authorization rule of Fernandez model          [         ] 
   (A)Invoke                  (B) Predicate            (C) Flag                    (D) Subject 
 
9.  Which of the following is not a form that determines authorization state of Take-Grant Model                            

[        ]  
     (A) M               (B) S               (C) O            (D) G 
 
10.  Which of the following is not a method to implement access matrix                                  [         ] 
     (A)Table-Based method     (B) Lock-key mechanism   (C) Password based method   (D) Access list 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11.  ________________ model ensures data secrecy and data integrity. 
 
12.  MAC stands for ________________________. 
 
13.  ____________________ is a non-contiguous memory allocation scheme. 
 
14.  The main purpose of Database Security is ___________________________ 
 
15.  SQL-92 supports access control through _____________ and ___________commands. 
 
16.  _____________ model is a security model that not only provides security on operating System but 

as well as database environment. 
 
17.  ____________ and _____________ are two flags that correspond to different models. 
 
18.  ___________________ are the access modes of acten model. 
 
19.  The different types of threats which lead to security risks are _____________________ 
 
20.  The enhanced version of access matrix model is ______________________. 
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